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Ngan D; Chu J; Chander S; Michael M; Heriot AG; Ngan SY; Rischin D; Leong T
A clinical trial with protracted infusion 5-fluorouracil and mitomycin C for localized squamous cell carcinoma of the anus
Asia-Pacific Journal of Clinical Oncology. 2018 Dec 09

Peukert D; Incerti S; Kempson I; Douglass M; Karamitros M; Baldacchino G; Bezak E
Validation and investigation of reactive species yields of Geant4-DNA chemistry models
Medical Physics. 2018 Dec 07

Secombe KR; Ball IA; Shirren J; Wignall AD; Finnie J; Keefe D; Avogadri-Connors F; Olek E; Martin D; Moran S; Bowen JM
Targeting neratinib-induced diarrhea with budesonide and colesevelam in a rat model
Cancer Chemotherapy & Pharmacology. 2018 Dec 10

Massuger W; Moore GT; Andrews J; Kilkenny M; Reyneke M; Knowles S; Purcell L; Alex G; Buckton S; Page AT; Stocks N; Cameron D; Manglaviti F; Pavli P
The Crohn's & Colitis Australia Inflammatory Bowel Disease Audit: Measuring the quality of care in Australia
Internal Medicine Journal. 2018 Dec 07

Power DJ; Sambrook PJ; Goss AN
The healing of dental extraction sockets in insulin dependent diabetic patients: a prospective controlled observational study
Australian Dental Journal. 2018 Dec 07

Lee MH; Ward GM; MacIsaac RJ; Howe K; Holmes-Walker DJ; Anderson P; Radford T; Coates PT; Kay TW; O’Connell PJ; Goodman DJ
Mortality in People With Type 1 Diabetes, Severe Hypoglycemia, and Impaired Awareness of Hypoglycemia Referred for Islet Transplantation
Transplantation Direct. 4(11):e401, 2018 Nov

Kalra S; Sahoo A; Das S; Kumar KVSH; Baliasinha AK; Mohanty B; Kanwar J; Kota S; Satpathy S; Jayaraman M; Singh SK; Madhu SV; Shah M; Kotwal N; Priya G; George B; Dasgupta A; Pande AKR; Latey N; Dhamija P; Ayuk J; Torpy D; Shah P; Naseri MW; Maskey R; Latif ZA; Somasundaram N; Jawa A; Acharya K
The Bhubaneswar Declaration on Sports Endocrinology, 2018
Indian Journal of Endocrinology and Metabolism. 22(Suppl 1):S14-S16, 2018 Nov
Guo J; Giovannini M; Sahai AV; Saftoiu A; Dietrich CF; Santo E; Fusaroli P; Siddiqui AA; Bhutani MS; Bun Teoh AY; Irisawa A; Arturo Arias BL; Achanta CR; Jenssen C; Seo DW; Adler DG; Kalaitzakis E; Artifon E; Itokawa F; Poley JW; Mishra G; Ho KY; Wang HP; Okasha HH; Lachter J; Vila JJ; Iglesias-Garcia J; Yamao K; Yasuda K; Kubota K; Palazzo L; Sabbagh LC; Sharma M; Kida M; El-Nady M; Nguyen NQ; Vilmann P; Garg PK; Rai P; Mukai S; Carrara S; Parupudi S; Sridhar S; Lakhtakia S; Rana SS; Ogura T; Baron TH; Dhir V; Sun S

A multi-institution consensus on how to perform EUS-guided biliary drainage for malignant biliary obstruction

*Endoscopic Ultrasound.* 7(6):356-365, 2018 Nov-Dec

Vanniasinkam T; Barton MD; Das TP; Heuzenroeder MW

*B-Cell Epitope Mapping Using a Library of Overlapping Synthetic Peptides in an Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay*

*Methods in Molecular Biology.* 1785:121-128, 2018

Leong LEX; Gordon DL; Rogers GB

*Draft Genome Sequence of a Non-O1/O139 Vibrio cholerae Strain Isolated from a Patient Presenting with Dysuria*

*Microbiology Resource Announcements.* 7(3), 2018 Jul

Hapgood G; Stone JM; Zannino D; George A; Marlton P; Prince HM; Hui CH; Prosser I; Lewis ID; Bradstock K; Seymour JF; Australasian Leukaemia and Lymphoma Group

*A phase II study of a modified hyper-CVAD frontline therapy for patients with adverse risk diffuse large B-cell and peripheral T-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma*

*Leukemia & Lymphoma.* 1-8, 2018 Dec 14

Kenealy M; Hertzberg M; Benson W; Taylor K; Cunningham I; Stevenson W; Hiwase D; Eek R; Zantomio D; Jong S; Wall M; Blombery P; Gerber T; Debrincat M; Zannino D; Seymour JF; Australasian Leukaemia and Lymphoma Group

*Azacitidine with or without lenalidomide in higher risk myelodysplastic syndrome & low blast acute myeloid leukemia*

*Haematologica.* 2018 Dec 13

King JR; Varade J; Hammarstrom L

*Fucosyltransferase Gene Polymorphisms and Lewis\(^b\)-Negative Status Are Frequent in Swedish Newborns, With Implications for Infectious Disease Susceptibility and Personalized Medicine*

*Journal of the Pediatric Infectious Diseases Society.* 2018 Dec 09